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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the question: what causes formerly
active Wikipedians to stop contributing? Seen from a different angle, we estimate characteristics of users, pages, or
the whole system that increase or decrease the probability of dropout. We propose a general statistical method
with which hypothetical causes of dropout can be tested.
With this method it can be analyzed whether the emerging
structures in Wikipedia function as incentives preventing
Wikipedians to stop contributing. Applying this method
to a selection of active users reveals, among others, that
participation in discussion pages, as well as editing controversial pages, increases the dropout hazard, whereas editing
general content pages has an attenuating effect on dropout.
Although our method is solely illustrated on Wikipedia, it
can be easily applied to other Web 2.0 applications.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As any Web 2.0 application, Wikipedia needs, in order to
grow and improve, a large number of motivated contributers.
Given this fact, it is crucial and insightful for Web 2.0 researchers to learn about the causes to contribute and, as the
other side of the coin, learn about the causes to stop contributing. Here we are interested in emerging mechanisms
in Wikipedia that either motivate and reward contributors
or frustrate users making them to leave as Wikipedians. Although these mechanisms can have an implicit nature (i. e.,
have not been designed as systematic feedback systems that
aim at rewarding contributors [12]), increased knowledge in
their functioning could be a first step in helping system designers and administrators to sustain enthusiastic users. In
this paper, we focus on active users (i. e., users who performed a certain minimum number of contributions) and attempt to find factors that influence the probability whether
such a user survives as a Wikipedian (i. e., continues to contribute) or dies as a Wikipedian (i. e., not contributes anymore). The restriction to active users is mostly due to staCopyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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tistical reasons (for inactive users we do not have sufficient
data) but, arguably, the active users are also the more interesting ones.
Causes for dropout can be manifold and we distinguish
between factors that are exogenous and factors that are endogenous to Wikipedia. Exogenous factors include demographic variables such as age, gender, education level, marriage status, profession, or occupation as well as external
events such as getting a new job or getting children. Endogenous factors include everything that can be determined
from the history of Wikipedia, i. e., information about edits,
discussion, elections for administrator status, featured article voting, user blocking, page blocking and so on. While
many exogenous factors may strongly influence the decision
to not contribute anymore (in some cases, simply for the
reason that the user does no longer have time to spend days
or nights editing Wikipedia), we do not use them in this
paper. The major reason for this decision is that we are attempting to uncover which features that are endogenous to
the system function as incentives for sustained contribution
and, vice versa, which endogenous features trigger dropout
of Wikipedians. Such information can (to some degree) be
used to design and shape Web 2.0 applications in order to
enhance motivation of contributors.
Since we do not use exogenous factors—although they
might influence the dropout probability—it seems to be obvious that there will be cases of dropout that are not well described by our model. We emphasize that we do not attempt
to maximize the precision of predicting dropouts; rather,
the goal of our analysis is to test statistically whether specific endogenous factors do, yes or no, increase or decrease
the probability of leaving Wikipedia—thereby getting a better understanding which emerging and often implicit mechanisms contribute to sustain users. Such results are very
useful because designers or administrators of Web 2.0 applications might use them to mitigate causes for dropout or
add features that decrease dropout probability—even if the
empirical time-to-dropout data contains unexplained variance due to exogenous factors. An additional consequence
of our approach is that we are able to better understand the
social collaboration process in Wikipedia by detecting characteristics that distinguish high-quality collaboration from
low-quality collaboration; while an obvious quality dimension would be the quality of the encyclopedic entries, we
claim that keeping contributors motivated is another very

important aspect of quality of the system (also see Sect.2.1).
Even if we do not use exogenous predictors for dropout in
this paper, we emphasize that the general statistical method
presented in Sect. 3 is applicable to all kinds of predictors,
independent on whether they stem from log-data, demographic data, or questionnaire-based surveys.
In Sect. 2 we put the topic of this paper into the context
of a broader research project, provide background on statistical methods for lifetime analysis, and review related work
on Wikipedia research. Section 3 presents our statistical
framework to model dropouts from Wikipedia. In Sect. 4
we report on the results of an empirical analysis using this
model and Sect. 5 indicates future work.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Dropout Hazard as a Proxy for Quality

The long-term goal of this project is to gain insight into
the social collaboration process in community forms of organizations (in contrast to formal or hierarchical organizations) that rise at the Internet and that we refer to as
webbased information communities (WebICs). “WebICs are
defined as work systems facilitated by the Internet infrastructure and composed of voluntary actors that attempt to
produce a product or service such as software or encyclopedic information [2].” WebICs are organized in an informal
way and are governed and coordinated by flows and linkages
between actors [11]. Based on existing knowledge in the field
of organization studies we argue that one of the success factors of WebICs is this implicit and emergent governance and
coordination structure. However, since WebICs are not successful by definition, our research attempts to find out the
characteristics of high-quality and low-quality collaboration
structures.
Quality of Wikipedia most often refers to the quality of its
encyclopedic entries: For instance it has been suggested that
various forms of vandalism are indicators of (low) quality of
articles [18]. Others have applied self-assessment criteria
developed in Wikipedia, such as distinctions between excellent featured pages and worth-reading featured pages [15], or
featured versus controversial pages [2]. Another way to assess the quality of articles is to present a number of selected
Wikipedia entries to scientific experts [6].
However, quality of Wikipedia does not only mean quality of its encyclopedic articles; instead we argue that the
dropout hazard of Wikipedians can also function as a proxy
for quality of the system or certain parts of it (needless to
say that a high dropout hazard is interpreted as pointing to
low quality). This approach is based on the observation that:
“Wikipedia operates from the presumption that any individual’s knowledge is by definition incomplete and that ongoing
revisions enabled by mass collaboration tools and involving a
large group of eyeballs will produce a reliable yet continually
evolving knowledge repository [5, p.361].” As a consequence,
the ability of Wikipedia to prevent turnover and motivate
Wikipedians to continue to contribute can be understood
as a quality indicator of its governance and coordination
structure. Turnover in formal, hierarchical organizations is
associated with the loss of human capital and thus the loss
of hiring and training investments [14]. Turnover in the context of Wikipedia can be associated with the loss of work
force, their skills and knowledge and consequently, the decrease of production of encyclopedic knowledge. While for-

mal, hierarchical organizations can manage employee commitment through, among others, economic incentives, formal training, contracts, and formal supervision procedures,
Wikipedia can only rely on non-economic incentives to sustain contributors commitment [12]. Hence, if Wikipedia is
able to preserve large numbers of highly contributing users,
it is likely to produce higher outcome quality than if it lacks
the ability to motivate contributors.

2.2

Statistical Methods for Lifetime Analysis

Lifetime analysis (also referred to as time-to-event analysis, failure analysis, or survival analysis) is an area of statistics that is concerned with modeling the elapsed time until a specific event happens; a general reference is given by
Lawless [9]. Using a customary vocabulary, lifetime analysis
models the time until a certain object dies, where death is
sometimes meant in a metaphorical way. Lifetime analysis is
frequently used in medicine, engineering, social science, and
political science, among others. For instance, in medicine
researchers are interested in how long a patient suffering a
certain illness survives; engineers might be concerned with
how long it takes until a manufactured item (e. g., a computer) breaks down. In this paper we are interested in the
dropout of Wikipedians, i. e., in the events in which formerly
active Wikipedia users stop contributing.
Besides estimating the actual survival times, another goal
of lifetime analysis is to discover factors that increase or
decrease the probability to die. Returning to the above examples, a specific pharmaceutical treatment may or may not
empirically increase the survival time of patients; the lifetime of a computer may be dependent on the specific machine that manufactured it (potentially pointing to faults
of machines). As already mentioned, we are attempting to
uncover the reasons for dropout in Wikipedia, i. e., which
factors increase or decrease the probability of dropout.
Lifetime analysis is often confronted with specific properties of the data that require special care. In many cases
(and also in our case) lifetime analysis is faced with so-called
right-censoring, meaning that some of the selected instances
have not died at the time of data collection. Ignoring these
survivors would introduce a serious bias into the analysis
(intuitively, it would be hard to learn about the causes of
survival, if surviving instances were discarded). Instead our
model has to deal with the fact that for one part of the
instances (namely those that died, later in this paper referred to as dropouts) we know the time when the individual
died and for the other part of instances (later in this paper
referred to as survivors) we only know that they survived
beyond a certain point in time. See Sects. 3.3 and 3.5 how
these instances are treated differently. Another issue to take
care of is the definition of when a specific individual enters
the risk set (i. e., the set of individuals that have a non-zero
probability to die). We note first that in our case individuals (i. e., contributors of Wikipedia) enter the risk set at
different time points, namely at the time of their first edit.
However, since we restricted our analysis to active users (see
Sect. 3.2 for a definition of an active user) we introduced a
further bias: by discarding inactive users the probability of
reaching the active state is artificially set to one (if a user
died before, it would not be in our set of instances). Section 3.5 shows how to correct for this bias. Nevertheless, we
stress that even with this correction it would not be valid
to generalize findings to inactive users: those that dropout

quickly might do so for totally different reasons than those
that reach the active state.

2.3

Further Related Work

Wikipedia—besides being a popular Web page—has become a popular case in academic research. Several papers
visualize certain aspects of the history of Wikipedia pages,
i. e., the development of their content over time. The history flow visualization [18, 19] shows how sentences persist
over time or get deleted at later revisions. Other researchers
constructed and visualized networks encoding how users interact with the edits of others, e. g., [8, 16, 3, 2]. The revision
history of Wikipedia articles has been further used to distinguish the edit behavior of different user groups [7], to define
reputation or Wikipedians [1], to estimate the impact of vandalism [13], and to identify controversial articles [20]. We are
not aware of any work that quantitatively analyzes causes
for dropout of Wikipedians, which is the topic of the current paper. However, Lento et al. [10] examined causes for
continued participation in the Wallop Weblogging system;
a difference to their approach is that our method takes the
effects of time-varying explanatory variables into account.

3.
3.1

METHOD
Data

The selection of instances and the extraction of the explanatory variables is mostly based on the so called stub
files from the latest available database dump of the English
Wikipedia (see http://download.wikimedia.org). These
stub files contain metadata (most notable page title, username, and timestamp) of every revision on every page (including talk pages etc.) since the launch of Wikipedia. The
dump that we used for this paper has been started on October 8th, 2008. Although the file contains edits with later
timestamps, we ignore these and take October 8th, 2008 as
the day of data collection. The uncompressed XML-file has
a size of 66 gigabytes. Although this is quite large, it is
nevertheless manageable since the needed information can
be extracted in a sequential manner.
Besides the history stub file, the content of two additional
Wikipedia pages have been used: The list of users on the
page Wikipedia:Missing Wikipedians is helpful for selecting dropout instances (see Sect. 3.2 for details) and the page
Wikipedia:List of controversial issues is used for the
computation of one of the explanatory variables (see Sect. 3.4
for details).

3.2

Selection of Instances

As already noted in the introduction, we restrict our analysis to active users which are defined as users that performed
a given minimum number of edits. These active users are
later partitioned into dropouts (those who are known to have
stopped contributing at a certain moment) and survivors
(those who are known to continue editing beyond the time of
data collection). We note that some active users fall between
these two categories, i. e., for those users we do not have sufficient information to decide whether they are dropouts or
survivors; those users are discarded.
More precisely, the dropouts are (a subset of) users listed
on the page Wikipedia:Missing Wikipedians. This page
has been mentioned in The Economist in an article about
Wikipedia stating that “It serves as a reminder that frus-

tration at having work removed prompts many people to
abandon the project [4].” The first lines of the missing
Wikipedian page already give an intuitive definition of what
is a missing Wikipedian:
This is a list of Wikipedians who are no longer an
integral part of the community. [. . . ] Wikipedians who no longer edit due to confirmed death
should instead be added to Wikipedia:Deceased
Wikipedians.
[. . . ]
Please do not add people to this list who were
never an integral part of the community. Don’t
add users with fewer than about 1,000 edits. Do
not add people unless you are certain they have
left, do not add anonymous users identified by
their IP address (they could have created an account and still be contributing, or they might
have a roaming IP address) and do not add yourself.
To make things precise we define (motivated by the above
quotation) an active Wikipedian to be a logged-in user (in
contrast to anonymous users identified by IP addresses) who
is not a robot (i. e., not a software program that performs
routine tasks) and who has performed at least 1,000 edits.
From the database dump we derive that slightly more than
19,000 users qualify as active Wikipedians.

Dropout instances. To define the set of dropouts we start
with all users listed on Wikipedia:Missing Wikipedians,
yielding 501 users. From this set we deleted all those that
made fewer than 1,000 edits, leaving us with 465 users. In
order to not just trust the editors of the missing Wikipedian
page we further delete all those that edited on or later than
September 1st, 2008 (a bit more than one month before data
collection). This gives us our final set of dropouts containing
413 users.

Survivor instances. For the survivors we start with the active Wikipedians, delete all those that are listed on the page
of missing Wikipedians, and further delete all those that
performed less than 30 edits in the time from July 1st, 2008
until the day of data collection. With the last step we want
to exclude Wikipedians that do not qualify as dropouts but
that are nevertheless not very active anymore; these users
are simply harder to interpret. However, we suggest that
formerly active Wikipedias that have not been listed on the
page of missing Wikipedians (the un-missed dropouts) are
an interesting population for future research. Altogether,
the set of survivors contains 10, 454 users.

3.2.1

Notes on the Selection of Instances

We have chosen to select dropouts via the list of missing
Wikipedians since this gives us some confidence that those
users have indeed decided to stop participating, rather than
just taking a break. However, it should be noted that this
selection strategy implies that, strictly spoken, we estimate
the causes for ending up on the page of missing Wikipedians,
rather than the causes for dropout. Since only Wikipedians
that are (well) known to at least one other user are put on
this page, this selection procedure could introduce a bias in
the analysis. We will analyze in future work the pros and

cons of alternative ways to divide active users into dropouts
and survivors.

3.3

Statistical Model for Time-to-Dropout

While the procedure to select dropouts and survivors from
Sect. 3.2 reflects a particular choice—giving emphasis to
users that are recognized as missing by others—the model
that is presented now is independent on the particular selection strategy and is (with a slight adaption in notation)
also not restricted to Wikipedia.

3.3.1

Notation

Let U = {u1 , . . . , un } denote the selected users, where for
an n0 between one and n the set D = {u1 , . . . , un0 } ⊆ U
contains exactly the dropouts. Let u ∈ U be any selected
Wikipedian. The random variable encoding u’s dropout
(drop)
(drop)
time is denoted by Tu
. The actual value of Tu
is
only observed if u ∈ D; in this case the observed dropout
(drop)
time of u is denoted by tu
. Each user potentially starts
(i. e., makes her first edit) at a different time point, denoted
(start)
by tu
. By definition, selected users have performed at
least a thousand edits; the time when u performed her thou(1000)
sandth edit is denoted by tu
. Finally, the time point of
data collection (i. e., October 8th, 2008) is denoted by t(end) ;
it is equal for all users.
Turning to the explanatory variables, for a time point t
let Wt denote the history of Wikipedia up to time t, i. e.,
information about every edit, discussion, voting, blocking
(and so on) that took place on or before t. Later we let the
risk of dropout at time t depend on Wt —more precisely, on
particular statistics computed from Wt , see Sect. 3.4—and
on nothing else. With W = Wt(end) we denote the history
at the time of data collection, i. e., the entire data that we
use to compute explanatory variables.

3.3.2

Survival, Hazard, and Probability Density

The methodology outlined in this section is not restricted
to model dropouts; it is rather standard methodology for
lifetime analysis in general, see [9].
As before, let u ∈ U be any selected Wikipedian. The
function
“
”
(drop)
P r t ≤ Tu
< t + ∆t
(1)
fu (t) = lim
∆t→0
∆t
is the probability density for u’s dropout time being equal
(start)
to t; fu is defined on the real interval [tu
, ∞[.
At a first glance it seems that we could use fu to test hypothetical causes of dropout by specifying fu as parametrically
dependent on covariates (encoding the potential causes) and
testing whether those covariates show the predicted effect:
covariates that empirically increase fu (i. e., the risk to drop
out) would then be interpreted as causes of dropout. However, this approach would not take into account an intrinsic
dependency in lifetime data: an instance that dies at time t
must necessarily survive up to this time point. To illustrate
this on a simple example, assume that we were modeling
the lifetime of humans. It is plausible that only a small percentage of people dies at the age of 100 years. However it
would be wrong to conclude that people in their hundredth
year are at a low risk of dying; the low percentage is rather
due to the fact that very few people ever survive up to their
hundredth year.

Returning to the case of Wikipedians but keeping the
above example in mind, we see that we should rather model
the conditional probability of users dropping out at time
t, under the precondition that they survived up to t. This
conditional probability density
“
”
˛
(drop)
(drop)
P r t ≤ Tu
< t + ∆t˛t ≤ Tu
hu (t) = lim
∆t→0
∆t
is called the hazard function [9]; hu is defined on the real
(start)
interval [tu
, ∞[.
The hazard to drop out at time t is modeled as a function
of various statistics si (u; Wt ), i = 1, . . . , k (characterizing
certain aspects of the Wikipedia history at time t around
user u) and parameters θ = (θ1 , . . . , θk ) that encode whether
the respective statistics have a decreasing or increasing effect
(or none) on the hazard to drop out. More precisely, we
model the dropout rate in the following functional form:
!
k
X
hu (t) = hu (Wt ; θ) = exp
θi · si (u; Wt )
(2)
i=1

The estimated parameter values give information about the
causes of dropout: if, for instance, a statistic si (u; Wt ) encodes how much u participates in discussion and if the associated parameter θi is significantly positive (negative), then
participation in discussion is correlated with a higher (lower)
probability to drop out. (Actually, it turns out that discussion is correlated with a higher probability to drop out, see
Sect. 4.)
The general model outlined so far can be applied to test
hypotheses about the interplay between characteristics of
the Wikipedia system and the dropout hazard of Wikipedians. The model is specialized to test concrete hypotheses by
plugging appropriate statistics into Eq. (2). The statistics
that we take in this paper are defined in Sect. 3.4.
Equation (2) formalizes the assumption that the time dependence of the dropout hazard is completely captured in
Wt . In other words, we assume that only endogenous factors
are responsible for triggering dropout and, given the history
of Wikipedia Wt , the hazard is conditionally independent of
time.
While the hazard rate is convenient for parametric modeling, we nevertheless need for parameter inference (Sect. 3.5)
the probability density fu , see Eq. (1), and the survivor
function
“
”
Su (t) = P r t ≤ Tu(drop) ; t ∈ [t(start)
, ∞[
u
(denoting the probability to survive as a Wikipedian beyond
time t). However, specifying the hazard function hu is sufficient since it determines both, the survivor function Su and
the probability density fu by (cf. [9])
„ Z t
«
Su (t) = exp −
hu (x) dx and
(start)

tu

fu (t)

=

„ Z
hu (t) · exp −

t
(start)

«
hu (x) dx .

tu

3.4

Explanatory Variables

In this section we define the concrete statistics that we
take in this paper as the determinants of the dropout hazard,
see Eq. (2). Each statistic corresponds to a hypothetical factor that might increase or decrease the hazard to drop out.

The estimation of the associated parameter (see Sects. 3.5
and 4) reveals whether such a hypothetical dependency can
be empirically validated.
The statistics that we take in this paper are quite simple
from a computational point of view. Other more involved
statistics will be treated in future research (also see Sect. 5).

3.4.1

Editing, Discussing, and Organizing

The first family of statistics is constructed to answer the
question: do users become more robust against dropout
when they accumulate a growing number of contributions?
A positive answer to this question would imply that users
are more likely to drop out at the beginning of their career
than at later stages. A negative answer would imply that
users wear out and their dropout hazard increases with a
growing number of contributions. However, since users can
contribute to Wikipedia in different ways, we distinguish
between three different kinds of contributions: (1) editing
encyclopedic entries, (2) discussing, and (3) performing organizational work in Wikipedia.
To provide some background on this distinction, we recall
that the set of Wikipedia pages is partitioned into various
namespaces representing different types of pages (see the
page Wikipedia:Namespaces). The main namespace comprises the set of encyclopedic articles. In the following, we
denote contributions to the main namespace as editing. Besides the articles pages—whose creation is the main purpose
of Wikipedia—there are pages which are concerned with various kinds of organizational work. These include pages in
the namespaces Wikipedia (Project), Portal, User, File,
MediaWiki, Template, Category, Help, Media, and Special.
In the following, we denote contributions to these namespaces as organizing. Finally, pages of all namespaces except
Media and Special, but including the main namespace, have
associated talk pages providing space for discussion. In the
following, we denote all contributions to the talk pages as
discussing.
Several researchers, including [19, 8], pointed out that discussion and organization work increased more rapidly over
the last years than editing main articles. In this paper we
analyze whether contributions to these three types of pages
have different implications for the dropout hazard.
To define the statistics encoding how much a particular
user u contributed to these three types of pages up to a timepoint t, let Eu,t denote the set of revisions that u performed
on pages of the main namespace on or before time t; let Tu,t
denote u’s revisions to discussion pages on or before t; and
let Ou,t denote u’s revisions to pages in all other namespaces
(listed above) on or before time t. The respective statistics,
to be used in Eq. (2), are defined by
edit(u; Wt ) = log(1 + |Eu,t |)
discuss(u; Wt ) = log(1 + |Tu,t |)
organize(u; Wt ) = log(1 + |Ou,t |) .
The logarithmic scaling of the number of revisions has been
chosen due to the extremely skewed distribution (there are
users who performed more than 100, 000 revisions, while
most of the selected users have a count of only slightly more
then 1, 000).
The interpretation of the associated parameters is as follows. A significantly positive (negative) parameter associated with edit implies that users with a higher number of
revisions to the main namespace have a higher (lower) haz-

ard to drop out. The interpretation for the parameters associated with discuss and organize is analogous.

3.4.2

Feedback

Another likely determinant of the dropout probability is
the feedback that a user receives from others. Positive feedback is likely to have a motivating effect and, thus, might
reduce the dropout hazard. On the other hand, negative
feedback is likely to be frustrating and might increase the
dropout hazard. Feedback can be provided to a user via her
user talk page (see the page Wikipedia:User talk page).
Since we want to rely in this paper only on automatic (and
simple) methods, we do not evaluate whether feedback is
positive or negative but only count the number of revisions
made to the talk page of a particular user. Additionally we
count how many contributions to the talk page of user u are
made by u herself; thereby we can distinguish between users
who reply to feedback given to them and users who do not
(or less) reply.
(u)
More precisely, let Tt denote the set of revisions to the
user talk page of user u that are performed by any user on or
(u)
before time t. Similarly, let Tu,t denote the revisions made
by u to her own user talk page on or before t. The respective
statistics, to be used in Eq. (2), are defined by
(u)

getFeedback(u; Wt )

=

log(1 + |Tt

replyFeedback(u; Wt )

=

log(1 + |Tu,t |) .

|)

(u)

A significantly positive (negative) parameter associated with
getFeedback implies that users with a higher number of
revisions made to their user talk page have a higher (lower)
hazard to drop out.

3.4.3

Controversy

Another reason for dropping out might be that Wikipedians are frustrated from ongoing controversies or edit wars
with other users. To analyze this we look at how much a
certain user edits controversial pages, i. e., pages mentioned
on Wikipedia:List of controversial issues. Similar as
above, let Cu,t denote the set of revisions that a user u made
to any controversial page on or before time t and define the
respective statistic by
editControversial(u; Wt )

=

log(1 + |Cu,t |) .

A significantly positive (negative) parameter associated with
editControversial implies that users with a higher number of revisions made to controversial articles have a higher
(lower) hazard to drop out.

3.5

Parameter Inference from Observations

This section provides details about how the parameters
θi in Eq. (2) are computed from a set of observed dropout
users and survivors. Readers not interested in this may directly continue with Sect. 4 (note that the parameters can be
interpreted without knowledge of the estimation algorithm).
Let U = {u1 , . . . , un } denote the selected users, where
for an n0 the set D = {u1 , . . . , un0 } ⊆ U contains exactly
the dropouts. Any observation of a u ∈ U \ D (i. e., each
survivor) gives us the information that u survived beyond
time t(end) . Since all selected users have at least thousand
(1000)
edits, the probability for surviving up to tu
is equal to

one. Thus, the probability for observing u ∈ U \ D is
“
”
˛
P r t(end) ≤ Tu(drop) ˛t(1000)
≤ Tu(drop) ; W ; θ
u
=

si (u; Wt ) are constant for each day and the integrals reduce
to a manageable number of summands.
Thus, from now on we assume that time is given by integer
Pt2 numbers denoting a counter for days. In particular,
x=t1 hu (x; θ) denotes the sum over hu (x; θ), where the day
counter x goes from t1 to t2 .

Su (t(end) ; W ; θ)
(1000)

Su (tu
; W ; θ)
”
“ R (end)
t
exp − t(start) hu (Wx ; θ) dx
u
«
„
=
R t(1000)
u
hu (Wx ; θ) dx
exp − (start)
tu
!
Z (end)

Estimation algorithm. The maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameters are computed by the established NewtonRaphson algorithm. First, we note that parameters θ̂ maximize L if and only if θ̂ maximize log L; however, log L has
a simpler functional form. It is

t

= exp −

(1000)
tu

hu (Wx ; θ) dx

= surviveu (W, θ)
For each u ∈ D (i. e., for each dropout instance) we know
(drop)
that u dropped out at tu
. As above, we have to correct
for the fact that we selected only users with at least thousand
edits. Thus, the probability density for observing u ∈ D is
˛ (1000)
˛tu
fu (t(drop)
≤ Tu(drop) ; W ; θ)
u
=

log L(θ) =
!
n0
X
log dropoutui (W, θ)
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n
X
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,
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= dropoutu (W, θ)
The joint probability density to observe the complete set
of selected users U is
!
!
n0
n
Y
Y
f (U, θ) =
dropoutui (W, θ) ·
surviveui (W, θ)
i=1

log surviveui (W, θ)

i=n0 +1

(drop)

fu (tu

!

n
X

i=n0 +1

(Here we assumed that dropouts are conditionally independent, given the history of Wikipedia W , i. e., we assume that
W captures all the necessary information that determines
dropout. For instance, an agreement between two users of
the kind “I drop out, if you drop out” would violate this independence assumption; nevertheless, if two users drop out
due to the same endogenous factor these dropout events are
conditionally independent, although not independent.)
For a fixed observation U , we obtain a likelihood function
L on the space of parameters Θ = Rk by
L : Θ → R; θ 7→ f (U, θ)
and we estimate those parameters θ̂ = argmax L that maximize L (maximum likelihood principle, cf. [21]).

Computational simplification. We note that the state of
Wikipedia Wt changes only when an edit is performed, i. e.,
only at finitely many time points (albeit a lot). Hence, if
the statistics si (u; Wt ) have no explicit time-dependency,
they are piecewise constant functions and the integrals in
the equations above are equal to weighted sums (where the
weights correspond to the lengths of the time intervals during which the state of Wikipedia remains unchanged). For
practical and computational reasons we will simplify this
further and approximate the state of Wikipedia in the sense
that we let Wt change only once a day. Thus, the statistics

“P
”
k
where hui (Wx ; θ) = exp
j=1 θj · sj (ui ; Wx ) . With the
convention that we make changes to Wt only once a day
(see above) we obtain
log L(θ) =
n0
k
X
X
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The first order partial derivative with respect to ` = 1, . . . , k
is
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The second order partial derivative with respect to `, `0 =
1, . . . , k is
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Let
„
∇ log L(θ) =

«
∂
log L(θ)
∂θ`
`=1,...,k

denote the vector of first order derivatives and let
–
»
∂2
log L(θ)
H(θ) =
∂θ`0 ∂θ`
`,`0 =1,...,k
denote the matrix of second order derivatives. Start with initial parameter values θ(0) and update for i = 0, . . . , max-iter
by setting
“
”−1
· ∇ log L(θ(i) ) ,
θ(i+1) = θ(i) − H(θ(i) )
until ∇ log L(θ(i) ) is sufficiently close to zero. This θ(i) is
then a good approximation for the maximum likelihood estimate θ̂.

4.

Table 1: Estimated parameters, standard errors (in
brackets), and t-ratios. Parameters are significantly
different from zero at the 5%-level if the t-ratio is
at least 1.96. Significantly positive (negative) parameters indicate a higher (lower) hazard to drop
out.
statistic
parameter (s.e.) t-ratio
edit
-0.410 (0.061)
6.78
discuss
0.137 (0.068)
2.01
organize
0.220 (0.060)
3.69
getFeedback
0.365 (0.078)
4.66
replyFeedback
-0.140 (0.057)
2.44
editControversial
0.177 (0.036)
4.98
constant
-10.604 (0.405)
26.18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We estimated the model outlined in Sect. 3.3 with the six
explanatory statistics (editing, discussing, organizing, getting feedback, replying to feedback, and editing controversial articles, defined in Sect. 3.4) plus an additional constant
parameter. The main information resulting from this analysis is whether the associated parameters are significantly
positive (revealing a tendency for increased dropout hazard)
or significantly negative (revealing a tendency for decreased
dropout hazard). The constant just normalizes the model
to the empirical time scale in which one unit corresponds
to the expected time-to-dropout of a (hypothetical) user for
which the effects of all other statistics add up to zero. The
value of this constant does not provide much information; if
we had started with another time unit (the time unit of our
model is one day) we would have obtained another value as
constant.
The estimated parameter values and estimated standard
errors are reported in Table 1. The parameters are significantly different from zero at the 5%-level, if the resulting
t-ratio (the absolute value of the parameter divided by the
standard error) is at least 1.96, cf. [21]. All six parameters
turned out to be significant at this level. The interpretation
of the results is below.
The parameter associated with edit is negative, indicating that the dropout hazard of a user decreases with a growing number of edits to the main namespace (i. e., the set of
encyclopedic articles). Thus, users are more likely to drop
out early in their career and gain robustness against leaving Wikipedia while they perform more and more edits to
article pages.

This is different for participation in discussion: the parameter associated with discuss is positive, indicating that
users become more likely to drop out when they participated more in discussion pages. This dependency—which
lead us, together with the result for the edit parameter, to
the choice of our title—is not necessarily a causal relationship. It might be the case that users accumulate frustration
due to some other unknown reason which, at the same time,
has an increasing effect on the frequency of contributions to
discussion. To get into the vicinity of causality it will be
analyzed in future research whether different forms of discussion (e. g., un-replied threads vs. replied threads, or discussion patterns that resemble a flame war, see [17]) have
different effects on the dropout hazard. Thereby we would
gain insight into how Wikipedians should discuss such that
reasons to drop out are attenuated. The participation on
pages concerned with the organization of Wikipedia also has
an increasing effect on the dropout hazard (positive value of
the organize parameter).
Turning to the effects of feedback on user talk pages, we
observe that if user u gets revisions on her own user talk
page, then the dropout hazard of u increases (positive value
of the getFeedback parameter); this effect is attenuated,
if u herself participates to the discussion on her user talk
page (negative value of the replyFeedback parameter). A
possible explanation for the getFeedback parameter is that
users might become involved into disputes which could result
into the two effects that (1) they get complaints from other
users on their user talk page and (2) they become more likely
to drop out due to frustration. The negative value of the
replyFeedback parameter indicates that users who respond
to comments on their user talk page have a lower dropout
hazard than users who do not respond—potentially being
explained that the latter ones do not care anymore since they
are already pondering about stop participating. Similar to
the discuss statistics, it seems to be an important topic
for future research to distinguish between positive feedback
and negative feedback or, more generally, to find out how
conversation on user talk pages should look like such that
users are retained in Wikipedia.
The positive value of the editControversial parameter
indicates that users editing controversial pages have a higher
dropout hazard. This relationship seem to be very plausible since editing controversial pages involves confrontation
with vandalism or edit wars, which might be a frustrating
experience.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a statistical framework to assess hypothetical causes for dropout from Wikipedia. The model defined
in this paper is generally applicable to all kinds of data
that may explain dropout in Wikipedia or other Web 2.0
applications—independent on whether the explanatory data
stems from log files, questionary-based surveys, or other
sources. The general model can be specialized to test specific
hypotheses by plugging appropriate statistics into Eq. (2).
The explanatory variables defined in Sect. 3.4 and used in
Sect. 4 reflect a particular choice of hypothetical factors for
dropout that will be extended in future research.
The most intriguing empirical result obtained in this paper is that participation in discussion seems to cause dropout
rather than preventing it. Although several researchers have
reported an increase in discussion in Wikipedia (e. g., [19,
8]), we are not aware of any previous quantitative work analyzing the effects of discussion. However, it is obvious that
the results obtained in this paper are still very coarse, since
only the number of contributions to talk pages has been
counted and we did not distinguish between different forms
of conversation. It is a promising topic for future research
to relate various discussion patterns (see, e. g., [17]) to the
dropout hazard, thereby revealing how frustrating discussion and how motivating discussion looks like. Furthermore,
as we outlined in Sect. 3.2.1, our analysis is based on a specific selection of dropouts via the page of missing Wikipedians; it will be analyzed in future work whether alternative
selection strategies lead to different and potentially more
reliable results.
Another promising avenue for future research is to focus
more on the effects of collaboration structure on the dropout
hazard. We defined in [2] the edit network of Wikipedia
pages encoding how users contribute to the page and how
they interact with each other. It is very likely that certain patterns of users in these edit networks (e. g., getting
deleted, getting restored, being a provider of novel content)
or patterns of the global collaboration structure (e. g., bipolarity) influence the dropout hazard. If this can be validated
we would identify collaboration patterns that are rewarding
and motivating for Wikipedians and patterns that frequently
lead to dropout and therefore to the loss of human capital.
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still likely to come from increasing the amount of data to be
used by supervised training methods. These crucially rely
on hand-annotated data. Traditionally, this requires trained
annotators, which is prohibitively expensive both financially
and in terms of person-hours (given the number of trained
annotators available) on the scale required.
Recently, however, Web collaboration has emerged as a
viable alternative. Wikipedia and similar initiatives have
shown that a surprising number of individuals are willing to
help with resource creation and scientific experiments. The
Open Mind Common Sense project [16] demonstrated that
such individuals are also willing to participate in the creation of databases for Artificial Intelligence (AI), and von
Ahn showed that simple Web games are an effective way of
motivating participants to annotate data for machine learning purposes [23].
The goal of the ANAWIKI project1 is to experiment with
Web collaboration as a solution to the problem of creating
large-scale linguistically annotated corpora, both by developing Web-based annotation tools through which members
of the scientific community can participate in corpus creation and through the use of game-like interfaces. We will
present ongoing work on Phrase Detectives2 , a game designed to collect judgments about anaphoric annotations.
We will also report results which include a substantial corpus of annotations already collected.

Keywords
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Related work comes from a range of relatively distinct
research communities including, among others, Computational Linguistics / NLP, the games community and researchers working in the areas of the Semantic Web and
knowledge representation.
Large-scale annotation of low-level linguistic information
(part-of-speech tags) began with the Brown Corpus, in which
very low-tech and time consuming methods were used. For
the creation of the British National Corpus (BNC), the first
100M-word linguistically annotated corpus, a faster methodology was developed consisting of preliminary annotation
with automatic methods followed by partial hand-correction
[1]. This was made possible by the availability of relatively
high quality automatic part-of-speech taggers (CLAWS).
With the development of the first high-quality chunkers,
this methodology became applicable to the case of syntactic annotation. It was used for the creation of the Penn

He’s passed on! This parrot is no more! He has ceased to be!
He’s expired and gone to meet his maker! He’s kicked the bucket,
he’s shuffled off his mortal coil, run down the curtain and joined
the bleedin’ choir invisibile! THIS IS AN EX-PARROT! 1

ABSTRACT
In order for there to be significant improvements in certain
areas of natural language processing (such as anaphora resolution) large linguistically annotated resources need to be
created which can be used to train, for example, machine
learning systems. Annotated corpora of the size needed for
modern computational linguistics research cannot however
be created by small groups of hand-annotators. Simple Webbased games have demonstrated how it might be possible to
do this through Web collaboration. This paper reports on
the ongoing work of Phrase Detectives, a game developed in
the ANAWIKI project designed for collaborative linguistic
annotation on the Web. In this paper we focus on how we
recruit and motivate players, incentivise high quality annotations and assess the quality of the data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

1.

INTRODUCTION

The statistical revolution in natural language processing
(NLP) has resulted in the first NLP systems and components which are usable on a large scale, from part-of-speech
(POS) taggers to parsers [7]. However it has also raised the
problem of creating the large amounts of annotated linguistic data needed for training and evaluating such systems.
Potential solutions to this problem include semi-automatic
annotation and machine learning methods that make better
use of the available data. Unsupervised or semi-supervised
techniques hold great promise, but for the foreseeable future at least, the greatest performance improvements are
1
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Treebank [10] although more substantial hand-checking was
required.
Medium and large-scale semantic annotation projects (for
wordsense or coreference) are a recent innovation in Computational Linguistics. The semi-automatic annotation methodology cannot yet be used for this type of annotation, as the
quality of, for instance, coreference resolvers is not yet high
enough on general text. Nevertheless the semantic annotation methodology has made great progress with the development, on the one end, of effective quality control methods
[4] and on the other, of sophisticated annotation tools such
as Serengeti [20].
These developments have made it possible to move from
the small-scale semantic annotation projects, the aim of
which was to create resources of around 100K words in size
[14], to the efforts made as part of US initiatives such as
Automatic Context Extraction (ACE), Translingual Information Detection, Extraction and Summarization (TIDES),
and GALE to create 1 million word corpora. Such techniques could not be expected to annotate data on the scale
of the BNC.
Collaborative resource creation on the Web offers a different solution to this problem. The motivation for this is the
observation that a group of individuals can contribute to a
collective solution, which has a better performance and is
more robust than an individual’s solution as demonstrated
in simulations of collective behaviours in self-organizing systems [6].
Wikipedia is perhaps the best example of collaborative
resource creation, but it is not an isolated case. The gaming
approach to data collection, termed games with a purpose,
has received increased attention since the success of the ESP
game [22]. Subsequent games have attempted to collect data
for multimedia tagging (OntoTube3 , Tag a Tune4 ) and language tagging (Verbosity5 , OntoGame6 , Categorilla7 , Free
Association8 ). As Wikipedia has demonstrated however,
there is not necessarily the need to turn every data collection task into a game. Other current efforts in attempting to
acquire large-scale world knowledge from Web users include
Freebase9 and True Knowledge10 .
The games with a purpose concept has now also been
adopted by the Semantic Web community in an attempt to
collect large-scale ontological knowledge because currently
“the Semantic Web lacks sufficient user involvement almost
everywhere” [17].
It is a huge challenge to recruit enough users to make
data collection worthwhile and, as we will explore later, it
is also important to attract the right kind of player. Previous games have attracted exceptional levels of participation
such as the ESP game (13,500 players in 4 months) [22],
Peekaboom (14,000 players in 1 month) [24] and OpenMind
(15,000 users) [16] which encourages one to believe mass
participation might be possible for similar projects.

3
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6
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the Annotation Mode.

3.

THE PHRASE DETECTIVES GAME

Phrase Detectives is a game offering a simple interface for
non-expert users to learn how to annotate text and to make
annotation decisions [2]. The goal of the game is to identify
relationships between words and phrases in a short text.
An example of a task would be to highlight an anaphorantecedent relation between the markables (sections of text)
’This parrot’ and ’He’ in ’This parrot is no more! He has
ceased to be!’ Markables are identified in the text by automatic pre-processing. There are two ways to annotate
within the game: by selecting a markable that corefers to
another one (Annotation Mode, called Name the Culprit in
the game); or by validating a decision previously submitted by another player (Validation Mode, called Detectives
Conference in the game).
Annotation Mode (see Figure 1) is the simplest way of
collecting judgments. The player has to locate the closest
antecedent markable of an anaphor markable, i.e. an earlier mention of the object. By moving the cursor over the
text, markables are revealed in a bordered box. To select it
the player clicks on the bordered box and the markable becomes highlighted. They can repeat this process if there is
more than one antecedent markable (e.g. for plural anaphors
such as ’they’). They submit the annotation by clicking the
Done! button. The player can also indicate that the highlighted markable has not been mentioned before (i.e. it is
not anaphoric), that it is non-referring (for example, ’it’ in
’Yeah, well it’s not easy to pad these Python files out to
150 lines, you know.’) or that it is the property of another
markable (for example, ’a lumberjack’ being a property of
’I’ in ’I wanted to be a lumberjack!’). Players can also make
a comment about the markable (for example, if there is an
error in the automatic text processing) or skip the markable
and move on to the next one.
In Validation Mode (see Figure 2) the player is presented
with an annotation from a previous player. The anaphor
markable is shown with the antecedent markable(s) that the
previous player chose. The player has to decide if he agrees
with this annotation. If not he is shown the Annotation

ery player from the first group they agree with (either by
agreeing or disagreeing). The players they agree with also
receive an ’agreement’ point.
This scoring system motivates the initial annotating group
of players to choose the best relationship for the markable
because it will lead to more points being added to their
score later. The validating players are motivated to agree
with these relationships as they will score more agreement
points.
Contrary to expectations [3] it took players almost twice
as long to validate a relationship than to annotate a markable (14 seconds compared to 8 seconds).

5.

INCENTIVE STRUCTURES

The game is designed to use 3 types of incentive structure:
personal, social and financial. All incentives were applied
with caution as rewards have been known to decrease annotation quality [12]. The primary goal is to motivate the
players to provide high quality answers, rather than large
quantities of answers.
Figure 2: A screenshot of the Validation Mode.

• Document topic
• Task speed

Mode to enter a new annotation. The Validation Mode not
only sorts ambiguous, incorrect and/or malicious decisions
but also provides a social training mechanism [9].
When the users register they begin with the training phase
of the game. Their answers are compared with Gold Standard texts to give them feedback on their decisions and to
get a user rating, which is used to determine whether they
need more training. Contextual instructions are also available during the game.
The corpus used in the game is created from short texts including: Wikipedia articles selected from the ’Featured Articles’ and the page of ’Unusual Articles’; stories from Project
Gutenberg including Aesop’s Fables, Sherlock Holmes and
Grimm’s Fairy Tales; and dialogue texts from Textfile.com
including Monty Python’s Dead Parrot sketch. Selections
from the GNOME and ARRAU corpora are also included
to analyse the quality of the annotations.

4.

THE SCORING SYSTEM

One of the most significant problems when designing a
game that collects data is how to reward a player’s decision
when the correct answer is not known (and in some cases
there may not be just one correct answer). Our solution
is to motivate players using comparative scoring (awarding
points for agreeing with the Gold Standard) and collaborative scoring (increasing the reward the more the players
agree with each other).
In the game groups of players work on the same task over
a period of time as this is likely to lead to a collectively
intelligent decision [21]. An initial group of players are asked
to annotate a markable. For each decision the player receives
a ’decision’ point. If all the players agree with each other
then they are all awarded an additonal ’agreement’ point
and the markable is considered complete.
However it is likely that the first group of players will
not agree with each other (62% of markables are given more
than one relationship). In this case each unique relationship
for the markable is validated by another group of players.
The validating players receive an ’agreement’ point for ev-

• User contributed documents
• Leaderboards
• Collaborative scoring
• Weekly and monthly prizes

5.1

Personal incentives

Personal incentives are evident when simply participating
is enough of a reward for the user. For example, a Web
user submitting information to Wikipedia does not usually
receive any reward for what they have done but are content
to be involved in the project. Similarly the progress of a
player through a computer game will usually only be of interest to themselves, with the reward being the enjoyment
of the game.
Generally, the most important personal incentive is that
the user feels they are contributing to a worthwhile project.
News and links to the research were posted on the homepage
to reinforce the credibility of the project.
Also important for the players of Phrase Detectives is that
they read texts that they find interesting. The choice of
documents is important in getting users to participate in the
game, to understand the tasks and to keep playing. Players
can specify a preference for particular topics, however only
4% do so. This could be an indication that the corpus as a
whole was interesting but it is more likely that they simply
didn’t change their default options [11].
It is also important for the players to read the documents
at a relatively normal speed whilst still being able to complete the tasks. By default the tasks are generated randomly
(although displayed in order) and limited (50 markable tasks
selected from each document) which allows a normal reading flow. Players are given bonus points if they change their
profile settings to select every markable in each document
(which makes reading slower). Only 5% of players chose to
sacrifice readability for the extra points.
In early versions of the game the player could see how long
they had taken to do an annotation. Although this had no

scoring in Phrase Detectives prevents us from effectively
analysing this (as players continue to score even when they
have stopped playing) however our high-scoring players can
be regularly seen outscoring each other on the leaderboards.
In addition to the leaderboards that are visible to all players, each player can also see a leaderboard of other players
who agreed with them. Although there is no direct incentive
(as you cannot influence your own agreement leaderboard) it
reinforces the social aspect of how the scoring system works.
The success of games integrated into social networking sites
like Sentiment Quiz11 on Facebook indicates that visible social interaction within a game environment motivates the
players to contribute more.

5.3

Figure 3: A screenshot of the player’s homepage.

influence on the scoring, players complained that they felt
under pressure and that they didn’t have enough time to
check their answers. This is in contrast to previous suggestions that timed tasks motivate players [23]. The timing
of the annotations is now hidden from the players but still
recorded with annotations. The relationship between the
time of the annotation, the user rating and the agreement
will be crucial in understanding how a timed element in a
reading game influences the data that is collected.
The throughput of Phrase Detectives is 450 annotations
per human hour (compared to the ESP game at 233 labels
per human hour [23]). There is, however, a difference in
data input between the 2 games, the former only requiring
clicks on pre-selected phrases and the latter requiring the
user to type in a phrase. The design of a game task must
consider the speed at which the player can process the input
source (e.g. text, images) and deliver their response (e.g. a
click, typing) in order to maximise throughput and hence
the amount of data that is collected.
We allowed users to submit their own text to the corpus.
This would be processed and entered into the game. We
anticipated that, much like Wikipedia, this would motivate
users to generate content and become much more involved
in the game. Unfortunately this was not the case, with only
one user submitting text. We have now stopped advertising
this incentive however the concept may still hold promise for
games where the user-submitted content is more naturally
created (e.g. collaborative story writing).

5.2

Social incentives

Social incentives reward users by improving their standing
amongst their peers (in this case their fellow players).
Phrase Detectives features the usual incentives of a computer game, including weekly, monthly and all-time leaderboards, cups for monthly top scores and named levels for
reaching a certain amount of points (see Figure 3). Interesting phenomenon have been reported with these reward
mechanisms, namely that players gravitate towards the cutoff points (i.e. they keep playing to reach a level or high
score before stopping) [24]. The collaborative agreement

Financial incentives

Financial incentives reward effort with money. We introduced a weekly prize where a player is chosen by randomly
selecting an annotation made during that week. This prize
motivates low-scoring players because any annotation made
during the week has a chance of winning (much like a lottery) and the more annotations you make, the higher your
chance of winning.
We also introduced monthly prizes for the 3 highest scorers of the month. The monthly prize motivates the highscoring players to compete with each other by doing more
work, but also motivates some of the low-scoring players in
the early parts of the month when the high score is low.
The weekly prize was £15 and the monthly prizes were
£75, £50 and £25 for first, second and third places. The
prizes were sent as Amazon vouchers by email.

6.

QUALITY OF DATA

The psychological impact of incentive structures, especially financial ones, can create a conflict of motivation in
players (i.e. how much time they should spend on their decisions). They may decide to focus on ways to maximise rewards rather than provide high quality answers. The game’s
scoring system and incentive structures are designed to reduce this to a minimum. We have identified four aspects
that need to be addressed to control annotation quality: ensuring users understand the task; attention slips; malicious
behaviour; and genuine ambiguity of data [9].
Further analysis will reveal if changing the number of players in the annotating and validating groups will effect the
quality of the annotations. The game currently uses 8 players in the annotating group and 4 in the validating group
with an average of 18 players looking at each markable.
Some types of task can achieve high quality annotations
with as few as 4 annotators [18] but other types of tasks
(e.g anaphor resolution) may require more [15].

7.

ATTRACTING & MOTIVATING USERS

The target audience for the game are English-speakers
who spend significant amounts of time online, either playing
computer games or casually browsing the Internet.
In order to attract the number of participants required
to make a success of this methodology it is not enough to
develop attractive games, but also successful advertising.
Phrase Detectives was written about in local and national
press, on science websites, blogs, bookmarking websites and
11
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gaming forums. The developer of the game was also interviewed by the BBC. At the same time a pay-per-click advertising campaign was started on the social networking website
Facebook, as well as a group connected to the project.
We investigated the sources of traffic since live release using Google Analytics. Incoming site traffic didn’t show anything unusual: direct (46%); from a website link (29%); from
the Facebook advert (13%); from a search (12%). However
the bounce rate (the percentage of single-page visits, where
the user leaves on the page they entered on) revealed how
useful the traffic was. This showed a relatively consistent
figure for direct (33%), link (29%) and search (44%) traffic.
However for the Facebook advert it was significantly higher
(90%), meaning that 9 out of 10 users that came from this
source did not play the game. This casts doubt over the
usefulness of pay-per-click advertising as a way of attracting participants to a game.
The players of Phrase Detectives were encouraged to recruit more players by giving them extra points every time
they referred a player and whenever that player gained a
level. The staggered reward for referring new players was to
discourage players from creating new accounts themselves in
order to get the reward. The scores of the referred players
are displayed to the referring player on the recruits leaderboard. 4% of players have been referred by other players.
Attracting large numbers of players to a game is only
part of the problem. It is also necessary to attract players who will make significant contributions. Since its release
the game has attracted 750 players but we found that the
top 10 players (5% of total) had 60% of the total points on
the system and had made 73% of the annotations. This indicates that only a handful of users are doing the majority
of the work, which is consistent with previous findings [18],
however the contribution of one-time users should not be
ignored [8]. Most of the players who have made significant
contributions have a language-based background.
Players are invited to report on their experiences either
through the feedback page or by commenting on a markable.
Both methods send a message to the administrators who can
address the issues raised and reply to the player if required.
General feedback included suggestions for improvements to
the interface and clarification of instructions and scoring.
Frequent comments included reporting markables with errors from the pre-processing and discussing ambiguous or
difficult markable relations.
It was intended to be a simple system of communication
from player to administrator that avoids players colluding
to gain points. However it is apparent that a more sophisticated community message system would enhance the player
experience and encourage the development of a community.

8.

IMPLEMENTATION

Phrase Detectives is running on a dedicated Linux server.
The pre-processed data is stored in an MySQL database and
most of the scripting is done via PHP.
The Gold Standard is created in Serengeti (a Web-based
annotation tool developed at the University of Bielefeld [20])
by computational linguists. This tool runs on the same
server and accesses the same database.
The database stores the textual data in Sekimo Generic
Format (SGF) [19], a multi-layer representation of the original documents that can easily be transformed into other
common formats such as MAS-XML and PAULA. We ap-

ply a pipeline of scripts to get from raw text to SGF format.
For English texts this pipeline consists of these main steps:
• A pre-processing step normalises the input, applies a
sentence splitter and runs a tokenizer over each sentence. We use the openNLP12 toolkit to perform this
process.
• Each sentence is analysed by the Berkeley Parser13 .
• The parser output is interpreted to identify markables
in the sentence. As a result we create an XML representation which preserves the syntactic structure of
the markables (including nested markables, e.g. noun
phrases within a larger noun phrase).
• A heuristic processor identifies a number of additional
features associated with markables such as person, case,
number etc. The output format is MAS-XML.
The last two steps are based on previous work within the
research group at Essex University [15]. Finally, MAS-XML
is converted into SGF. Both MAS-XML and SGF are also
the formats used to export the annotated data.

9.

RESULTS

Before going live we evaluated a prototype of the game
interface informally using a group of randomly selected volunteers from the University of Essex [2]. The beta version
of Phrase Detectives went on-line in May 2008, with the first
live release in December 2008. Over 1 million words of text
have been added to the live game.
In the first 3 months of live release the game collected over
200,000 annotations and validations of anaphoric relations.
To put this in perspective, the GNOME corpus, produced
by traditional methods, included around 3,000 annotations
of anaphoric relations [13] whereas OntoNotes14 3.0, with 1
million words, contains around 140,000 annotations.
The analysis of the results is an ongoing issue. However,
by manually analyzing 10 random documents we could not
find a single case in which a misconceived annotation was
validated by other players. This confirms the assumptions
we made about quality control. It will need to be further
investigated by more thorough analysis methods which will
be part of the future work.

10.

CONCLUSIONS

The incentives structures used in Phrase Detectives were
successful in motivating the users to provide high quality
data. In particular the collaborative and social elements
(agreement scoring and leaderboards) seem to offer the most
promise if they can be linked with existing social networks.
The methodology behind collaborative game playing has
become increasingly more widespread. Whilst the good-will
of Web volunteers exists at the moment, there may be a
point of saturation, where it becomes significantly more difficult to attract users and more novel incentive structures
will need to be developed.
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11.

FUTURE WORK

We are progressively converting text for use in the game
with the aim of having 100 million words. So far, mainly
narrative texts from Project Gutenberg and encyclopedic
texts from Wikipedia have been converted. We also plan to
include further data from travel guides, news articles, and
the American National Corpus [5].
It has become evident that working with a corpus of that
size will require additional types of users. New tasks need
to be developed, some as game tasks and others as admin
player tasks that allow the management of players and documents to be handled by the users themselves. Motivating
admin players will require very different incentive structures
than have been used so far in the game.
The data collected by the game will be made available to
the community through the Anaphoric Bank15 .
Ultimately, the usefulness of the annotated data will need
to be shown by, for example, successfully training anaphora
resolution algorithms that perform better than existing systems.
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ABSTRACT
More and more YouTube videos no longer provide a passive
viewing experience, but rather entice the viewer to interact with
the video by clicking on objects with embedded links. These links
are part of YouTube’s Annotations system, which enables content
owners to add active overlays on top of their videos. YouTube
Annotation overlays also enable adding dynamic speech bubbles
and pop-ups which can function as an ever-changing layer of
supplementary information and entertainment, augmenting the
video experience. This paper addresses the question of whether
the ability to add annotation overlays on a given video should be
opened to the YouTube public. The basic dilemma in opening a
video to collaborative annotations is derived from the tension
between the benefits of collaboration and the risks of visual
clutter and spam. We term the degree to which a video is open to
external contributions as the collaboration spectrum, and describe
several models that let content owners to explore this spectrum in
order to find the optimal way to harness the power of the masses.

Keywords
YouTube, annotations, collaborative, spectrum, video, tagging.

1. INTRODUCTION
YouTube, the world’s largest multi-media platform, reached its
phenomenal success by catering to the needs of three sets of users.
The first are passive users who merely want to enjoy YouTube
videos and wish to receive smooth and high quality video streams.
The second are active users who are mostly motivated by the
chance of having their voice heard and are engaged on the
YouTube site by commenting or rating. Finally the third group
includes the content contributing users who generate the site’s
videos and are mostly motivated by the potential to increase their
video and channel exposure. Naturally, the number of content
contributing users is dominated by the number of users who might
be active on the site but, do not actually upload videos. While
YouTube was very successful in reaching an impressive market
share, it remains diligently focused on improving other success
metrics such as, increasing search quality, developing
monetization opportunities and most importantly augmenting the
satisfaction of the three user groups. We believe that many of
these strategic goals can be addressed by harnessing user
generated video metadata. Following this reasoning, YouTube
launched in June 2008, the Interactive Video Annotations tool
which enables content owners to add visual overlays on top of
their YouTube videos. These overlays can contain texts (shaped as
pop-ups. speech bubbles and spotlights), hyperlinks (to videos,
channels, etc.) and time controls (used to seek or pause the video).
In less than eight months, millions of videos have included
overlay annotations. Profiling the existing usage of the tool, we
see three levels of sophistication and user engagement:

1. Commentary with examples such director's commentary,
animal dubbing and How-To videos for anything from Japanese
origami to guitar and dance lessons.
2. Outbound links include anything from one link to a full
menu leading to other independent videos, or channel pages.
3. Interconnecting links are used for creating branching
storyboards with many videos and links woven into an elaborate
scene of interaction. In this category we find interactive games,
card tricks, truth or dare videos, and virtual pets [1].
Interactive videos are currently viewed tens of millions of times
each day, with certain embedded links exhibiting high clickthrough-rates. Thus for example, the very first card trick video
with 9M views, required viewers to choose one of six cards. It can
be observed that the follow-up videos (representing the six
individual card selections) sum up to 9M, a similar total of views.

2. COLLABORATIVE ANNOTATIONS
Owner generated annotations have enjoyed a high adoption rate
however, we have previously pointed out that video owners are
still a fairly small percentage of the YouTube community. This
paper focuses on describing several models in which content
owners can share the power to add annotation overlays with the
general YouTube community. The basic dilemma in opening a
video to collaborative annotation is derived from the tension
between the benefits of collaboration and the risks of visual
clutter and spam. We term the degree in which a video owner
decides to open his video to external contributions as the
collaboration spectrum.

B

C
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Figure 1. The new in-video interface for editing YouTube
Annotations contains a next / previous annotation navigator
(A). By clicking on the video, users can add a default
annotation (B), and using the contextual menu (C) they can
embed links and format appearance. Finally, the temporal
extent is defined using the time controls (D).

As a content owner gains trust that he will not be required to filter
large quantities of clutter and spam from his videos, he will be
more inclined to share the power to add annotations. On the other
hand the collaborators are more inclined to add their contributions
as the visibility and exposure of their contribution increases. In
order to maintain the mutual trust between content owners and
collaborators our first exploration of the collaboration spectrum
enabled content owners to invite trusted family members, friends
and peers to add annotations on their videos. The invitation
process was based on sharing a URL which functions as an access
key to the video’s annotations’ editor in Figure 1. It should be
noted that the access key can be sent on by the collaborators to
other users that they trust. However, what is important is that the
model maintains a chain of trust. In order to extend this mutual
trust and accountability we chose a user interface which clearly
attributes each collaborative annotation to the contributing user
(see for example the annotation by “devball2376” in Figure 2 B).
It could be expected that the owners’ incentives to augment video
experience will occasionally collide with the collaborators
incentive to add their perspective to the video. We therefore
expect a learning curve in which content owners gradually
discover their trustworthy collaborators. In addition, we always
maintain that a content owner have a simple interface for erasing
any cluttering contributions and can easily revoke the existing
access key and resend a new access key to a revised list of
collaborators. Finally, it is important to note that we identify the
collaborators’ main incentive to contribute is proportional to the
video’s visibility. It was this motivation that caused us to reject
models which provide an individual “layer” or copy of the video
for each collaborator (a model favored by some competitors [2]).

3. PUBLIC ANNOTATIONS
The collaborative annotations model presented in the previous
section is ideal for scenarios where the set of potential
collaborators is known in advance. However, in certain scenarios
content owners might wish to further explore the collaboration
spectrum, and open their video to external contributions of the
general YouTube public. We therefore launched an additional
model of public annotation editing access which is granted by
clicking on a public collaborative link embedded in the video by
the owner (e.g. the red region in Figure 2 A). One nice example of
this model can be found in “Kevin N’ George must die” which is
the very first collaborative sitcom. In this series Kevin (coat and
mustache) and George (blonde wig and a yellow shirt) die at the
end of each episode, unless the viewer intervenes and clicks on
the rescuing object. This object has a hidden embedded link (e.g.
the open cell phone in Figure 2 C) which saves the heroes by
transferring them to the next episode. The YouTube community is
challenged to generate more and more episodes in order to extend
our heroes’ lives. Once a user created a follow-up episode he adds
the relevant clues and comments on the collaborative billboard
and embeds a link on the object that transfers Kevin and George
to the next episode. Although filtering spam and clutter is part of
the daily task, these videos have become a bustling scene of
activity with four episodes aired (and hopefully many more to
come).
It should be noted that in this model of public annotations,
content owners can filter annotations by spatial-temporal
constraints, so that annotations not appearing within the
designated areas (e.g. the collaborative billboard) are erased.
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Figure 2. “Kevin N’ George must die” the first collaborative
sitcom challenges the viewers to generate the next episode.
Another model we have seen is based on the natural filtering of
views. Many videos (such as family videos) are typically watched
by a small clique of viewers and thus the incentive to search for
them and spam them is negligible. A nice example of this scenario
was a filmed interview of the French philosopher Claude Lévi
Strauss which was uploaded with the public collaborative link
stating “Help me translate this video”. The video was fully
translated in a collaborative manner within two weeks.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have described several models along the collaboration
spectrum, in which content owners can share the power for
collaborative annotations within a closed group of friends and
family or with a wider viewer community. We also discussed how
spatial-temporal constraints can reduce the clutter by collaborative
annotations. Recently, we have added a new spotlight style that
enables users to add hidden links that only appear on mouse-over
so that content owners will be able to more freely explore the
collaboration spectrum (e.g. as in Facebook image tagging [3]).
We envision that using these hidden links users will be able to do
anything from tagging objects in videos to creating elaborate
treasure hunt games.
While we built the YouTube Annotations as a fun and engaging
platform, they evolved to be one of the world’s largest
repositories of video metadata. This metadata will hopefully
contribute to YouTube’s content indexing and targeted
advertising efforts. Rather than requiring the video owner to
provide general tag words to the video during the upload process,
we provide the incentive to augment the video experience by
adding dynamic textual layers. These textual overlays can provide
high-grain video metadata, localized in time and space. With the
right incentives for collaborative annotations this process is
expected to rapidly change the world of online video.
* All correspondence should be directed to Michael Fink:
Email: fink@google.com Tel: +972-542451115
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we examine the types of incentives available on the
Web and compare them in terms of effectiveness, i.e., how well
they motivate users. Our focus is on market-research, where the
goal is to get people’s opinions on a variety of topics and
encourage them to answer surveys. We illustrate our point with
examples taken from Toluna (http://www.toluna.com), a social
voting site launched in 7 European countries and soon to be
launched in the US. We show how a combination of financial and
non-financial rewards is necessary to fuel continued interest and
motivation on a user community. We classify incentives based on
the intent behind them into : (1) recruiting incentives whose
purpose is to allow attract new users, (2) content and retaining
incentives that encourage existing users to remain active on the
site, and finally (3) participation incentives that can entice users
to participate in surveys, which might or might not be of interest
to them. We discuss and compare the three types of incentives
and give experimental results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H. Information Systems > H.1 Models And Principles > H.1.2
User/Machine Systems .

General Terms
Measurement, Documentation, Economics, Experimentation,
Human Factors.

Keywords
Market research, polling, surveys, incentives and reward,
financial incentives, social reward.

1. Our Experimental Ground: Toluna
Toluna is one of the most active social site focused on voting
community, i.e., a Web2.0 site completely geared towards polls,
surveys and opinions of users. Toluna members can voice their
opinion on any topic but they can also poll the community and get
other users’ opinions. Some users actively participate in survey
activities, while others are on the site out of pure curiosity and
remain more passive. Toluna currently counts more than 2 million
active users. In January 2009 alone, users voted 8 million times
on the site, created 35,000 polls and topics and expressed some
200,000 full text opinions on a huge range of topics.
Toluna is a market research site in the sense that its focus is on
getting people’s opinions on many topics, whether commercial or
1

mundane. The ultimate purpose of the site is for people to enjoy
the site experience, while giving valuable opinions. Our
conjecture is that the face of market research can be changed by
adding social interaction, the same way it is done in other Internet
activities such as Question Answering (See Yahoo! Answers),
shopping (see Ebay.com), Eating out (Yelp.com), Videos
(Youtube), Movies (Yahoo! Movies), etc.
Toluna is pioneering market research by being as far as we know
the first “social voting” site, in the sense that users have their
own user page and presence, produce valuable content, share
activities in addition to the traditional survey-answering activity
so as to make the entire visit a pleasant experience. We have
conducted a number of experiments and surveys regarding
incentives on Toluna and acquired insights in the process that we
present and discuss in the rest of this paper.

2. Various Types of Incentives for Market
Research
This section lists the various types of rewards and incentives
mechanisms used on the Web and discuss them as tools for
motivating users. Our terminology mostly draws on Raban [2].

2.1 Explicit Incentives
Explicit incentives refer to material rewards such as payment or
other tangible benefit [2]. In market research, this encompasses
two types of rewards: financial reward and prize draws.
A financial reward is anything that can be translated into cash or
savings such as plain cash naturally, but also vouchers, coupons,
frequent flyers mileage, etc. These incentives are more or less
attractive to the user, and more or less costly to the company. But
the principle is always the same, and it always translates into an
item that can be directly or indirectly monetized by the user.
Lotteries and prize draws are explicit rewards, which are
characterized by the fact that they are spread across fewer users
and thus permit awarding significantly larger amounts of money
per winning user. Prize draws can be periodic (monthly, yearly,
etc.) or for one-time events specific to some survey participation.
Prize draws range from pure cash to other material gifts, such as
free tickets, free products to test, etc.
Lotteries and prize draws do attract some users but mostly as a
complementary incentive program; they would not be enough to
stimulate interest without the other types of incentives.

Presented at Webcentives09, 1st International Workshop on Motivation and Incentives on the Web. Part of the 18th International World
Wide Web conference, WWW2009, Madrid, April 2009. http://www2009.org

2.2 Implicit Incentives

Personal User Experience

Implicit incentives are typically driven by some kind of intrinsic
motivation not based on anything tangible. For our purpose, we
distinguish here between two types of implicit incentives: social
and user experience incentives.

The key additional implicit incentive is user experience on the
site, which has a direct impact in our opinion on users’
happiness. The user experience is a major motivator for users.
More specifically we claim that the following two points are
critical:

Social Incentives
Social incentives cover a wide range of mechanisms and features
that allow the user to “feel good” as an active member of the
community of users. These incentives are in general a way to
highlight the impact of a specific user on the other users but can
take various forms such as:






Relationships among users: friends, people who know you,
people who follow you, who visited your user page, people
who agree with you, people who rated you, people who
answered your polls, etc.
Special placement or role on the site: the user can be part of
the “most influent” users, the user picture can be placed on
the homepage, user content could be elected as significant,
etc.
Awards and Social level: users with more seniority can be
awarded titles such as “Expert user” that might grant the user
some extra privileges.

A good example of a site making good use of social rewards is
Yahoo! Answers (http://answers.yahoo.com), which offers a
sophisticated way of rating users by their activity on the
site (Yahoo! Answers points system is described here:
http://answers.yahoo.com/info/scoring_system). In [7] Raghavan
is quoted saying that 4 % to 6% or all Yahoo! users are drawn to
contribute their energy for free on any of Yahoo! properties based
on user generated content (Yahoo! movies, answers, etc.).
Money might be a great motivator, but users’ motivation involves
far more aspects than just financial. Social rewards seem to
trigger deep psychological reactions that can sometimes bring
very high motivation, it has been shown that social and financial
rewards are coded differently in the brain, and even gender can
have an influence here [1].
We have experienced this phenomenon on Toluna, when, on
several occasions, users have directly expressed it as in the
following example: “I myself am a member of quite a few
different survey sites, but I honestly prefer Toluna to all the other
ones. Toluna though is not just a survey site it is a site that helps
you to stay in touch with other members similar to yourself, even
though you will never become a millionaire from using Toluna
<…>2”
Also Toluna has a social level grading system that allows users to
move from the novice rank to the expert level and then to a VIP
level. A user being promoted to a VIP level is usually very
happy usually posts it on the site again as witnessed by their posts
on the site3.
2

3
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Rich and entertaining content: The richer the content the
more interesting the site and the more the user will be willing
to spend time exploring the site.



Good site design: This encompasses several aspects
including look and feel, but also response time, navigation,
search engine, integration with other social tools, etc.

On Toluna, the average user visit is longer than 7 minutes with an
average of 8 pages viewed per visit. It is clear that much more
than simple financial motivation is at play here and that users
enjoy and are motivated to participate on the site.
In Figure 3, 4 and Figure 5 we show how users with different
mindsets are attracted to different types of activities on the site.
Figure 3 shows the overall responses to a random sample of 2,000
active users asking them to explain their motivation for being on
the site. You can see that over 70% of them like the financial
rewards but that also the fact that people can express their
opinion, while looking at other people opinion is also popular.
Figure 4 shows the favorite features of the users who selected any
of the financial rewards in the first question; the answer is clear
here, as expected, the large majority of users like the vouchers,
the sponsored polls (bringing them points), etc. Finally, Figure 5
shows the favorite features of the users who selected the more
social rewards, here we can see that the choices are more
balanced and that more people like the social aspects in favor of
the pure financial.

3. Explicit Financial Incentives, the Good, the
Bad and the Ugly
The market research industry has a long tradition of relying on
purely financial incentives in order to guarantee answers to all the
surveys. Recruiting campaigns are mostly based on simple
messages such as “Become an instant cash winner,” “Get paid to
give your opinion,” “Get paid for completing surveys from your
home,” etc. The whole market research industry has been working
solely on these types of messages for a long time. We discuss in
this section how this approach is limited by looking at advantages
and drawbacks of purely financial incentives.

3.1 The Good
Promising users some amount of money for spending time on a
site or answering a few questions, always attracts users. Indeed,
the appeal of cash is a simple message that is understood by all. In
some cases, cash might even be the only way to attract people to
answer personal questions. For example, while users easily
discuss topics such as coffee, shopping habits, etc. it is harder to
get them to talk about banking, insurance or even ear-care
products. The difference in participation can vary by an order of
magnitude if the topic is of interest or properly illustrated with
images and/or video and attractive questions. Financial incentives
are a sure way to attract new users and keep on fueling the
ecosystem even for non-attractive surveys.

3.2 The Bad
Once users have been promised some kind of financial reward the
relationship is changed, the expectations become different and not
always for the best. For example, a user looking for quick money
will tend to judge the site solely by how easy it is to get his
reward.
In addition, a user clicking through a survey in order to make a
few dollars might be inclined to give non necessarily accurate
answers, s/he will tend to consider this task as one would consider
a boring and poorly paid job. This is a sure way to generate
frustration as well as poor quality answers.
Note that financial rewards do not systematically have a negative
effect, and is in several cases not only worth the cost, but even
necessary to fuel many aspects of the Web ecosystem. Raban [2]
demonstrated how monetary incentives, when used in conjunction
with social rewards are correlated with high quality content in
some specific cases.



Improving Content: incentives are intended to motivate
existing users to generate content of good quality on the site.
Stickiness, user fidelity, pageviews per visit, are good
measures of effectiveness of these incentives.



Ensure participation in Commercial Survey: incentives are
intended to encourage a specific user to participate into a
survey. Here market research common practice must be
taken into account and very often the choice of incentives
will be very limited. A good measure of effectiveness here is
response rates to survey invitations.

The table below shows the results of several recruiting
experiments we have conducted in the recent months. In the first
table, one clearly sees the difference in effectiveness between a
purely financial incentive and a non financial one. Financial
incentives have 4 times the click through rate and 2.5 times the
conversion rate than non-financial ones; on average they are thus
ten times more effective.
Recruitment type

Click-Through Rate Conversion Rate

Using financial incentives as the main reward system is in fact
turning the user community into the site’s workforce and thus
creating an implicit employer/employee relationship with all its
problems like raises, timely payments, motivation and retention
plans, on a very large scale. Dealing with a workforce of several
millions is no small feat as can be imagined, but also the
frustrated user will tend to be very vocal and intolerant to errors
and other quirks that may affect their perceived performance of
the system. This can have negative impact on the site’s ability to
maintain an active user base in the long term.

Financial

0.2%

9%

Social

0.05%

4%

Reward / Intent

Recruiting

Improving
content

Ensure
participation

Moreover, financial incentives tend to be less effective with longterm users. Indeed, it might be very attractive for new users to get
paid for answering surveys, but after a while stickiness is mostly
affected by other factors such as quality of the content or the
sense to belong to a community, the will to impact new and future
products, etc. On Toluna, we have noticed that users that are
involved exclusively for the money, tend to show fatigue and
their response rate tend to decrease faster than users who combine
several types of activities on the site. When reaching this fatigue
stage, a pure financial incentive is simply ineffective and either
the user finds other sources of motivation or the user stops being
active. This explains that traditional market research companies
usually have a very low “stickiness,” users are attracted to the
site, answer a few surveys, get some financial reward and get tired
rapidly. The market research company has to keep on attracting
new users to ensure a proper supply chain of panelists. In this
respect we concur with Raban’s insight [2] that a pure financial
incentive is not enough.

Explicit: Financial

5

2

5

Implicit: Social

1

5

2

Explicit: Lotteries

2

1

2

Implicit: Experience 2

2

1



The topic of the survey cannot be revealed ahead of time (for
various reasons) to the user, since interest is not a driver
here, only financial rewards can be attractive

4. Incentive and Intent



The user can be screened out only after answering several
preliminary questions (e.g., because s/he does not belong to
the specific demographic group targeted by the company
ordering the survey), some type of explicit reward must be
granted in order to avoid user’s frustration and future
participation in similar surveys.



Surveys are obviously commercial; users might feel
“cheated” if they do not see at this stage some type of
revenue sharing.

3.3 The Ugly

Similarly, we have conducted a series of experiments (some of
which are still going on) on Toluna with all these kinds of
rewards and intent and the compiled results are shown in the table
below. We use a [1-5] range, where 5 indicates a best fit and 1 a
worse fit.

One key result of our experimentation is that financial rewards,
which are the classical common practice for all purposes in
market research sites are not appropriate for all intents and are not
sufficient in most cases.
We verified that, when recruiting new users, financial reward is
the leading solution. In addition, for increasing participation in
most commercial surveys it is the only possible solution when for
example:

We distinguish between three types of intents or goals for
incentives based on what the motivation of the site owner is; the
three intents are: recruiting, improving content and ensuring
participation in surveys. We describe them here.


Recruiting: incentives are intended to attract new users to
join the site; they are usually based on a simple message that
should be enough to attract the curiosity of the “right” type
of users. Conversion or bounce rates are good measures of
the effectiveness of these incentives.

In Figure 1, we clearly see that the users who are the most
“socially” active also are the best survey takers. In our graph, we

show the response rate of a specific sample of users compared to
their activity on the site. The activity of the site is measured by a
simple number of “non financial” activities performed on the site.
In Figure 2, we see a similar pattern, on countries in which we
don’t have a Toluna.com site translated, the users clearly show a
steeper interest decline compared to similar countries on which
Toluna.com is launched. In the figure, we compared the panels
for Belgium (French and Dutch) compared to Spain and Italy.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a technique for calculating “reputation”
or influence of users and artifacts in semantic social networks: in particular, as an incentive mechanism to encourage reuse of complex resources such as ontologies. Adapting
the PageRank algorithm to the relational schemas of typical social network applications, this technique allows the
developer first to define via minimal rules the ways in which
reputations of users and artifacts are likely to influence one
another, then to obtain a mechanical, global ranking which
reflects those rules in combination with the graph structure of the network. The mapping of multi-way relations
such as usage and annotation to the binary-relational domain of PageRank is illustrated using the Actor-ConceptInstance model of ontologies. A lightweight software implementation,1 currently under development, will provide
a convenient way to add reputation-based functionality to
Java-based community applications.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Collaborative tagging systems have achieved tremendous popularity in the form of online media-sharing communities such
as Delicious,2 Flickr,3 and CiteULike.4 This is true in spite
of the well-known shortcomings of tagging, including ambiguities of natural language such as variations in spelling,
pluralization and part of speech [5]. Some of these shortcomings can certainly be addressed by Semantic Web technologies: for instance, by substituting controlled vocabularies
for folksonomies. However, the obvious success of tagging
systems indicates that their advantages outweigh their lack

of clear semantics in many cases. On the other hand, the
benefit of ontology-based annotation comes at the cost of
significantly higher complexity. Emerging “Web 3.0” community applications such as Freebase5 and various semantic
wikis bridge this divide to some extent by providing a little
more semantics than tagging systems, but a little more flexibility than typical ontology management tools. In such an
environment, there is a need for effective incentive mechanisms to facilitate the complex task of building high-quality
knowledge structures “from the bottom up”. One such mechanism is the implicit “reputation” of ranking systems, which
suggests to users the “best”, most important, or most popular resources to use. The rest of this paper will focus on
a specific ranking system, called MultiRank, which is based
on an adaptation of the PageRank[3] algorithm to so-called
semantic social networks.

1.1

The Actor-Concept-Instance model

As a minimal framework for semantic social networks, we
will use a tripartite model of actors (human users or robots),
concepts (tags, keywords, or possibly classes drawn from a
controlled vocabulary) and instances (shared objects such
as multimedia files, often contributed by actors themselves).
All three elements are essential to the model: in a semantic social network, some notion of semantic annotation of
instances with concepts is implied, whether this takes the
form of simple folksonomy tagging or the sophisticated type
system of a formal ontology. Furthermore, as the meaning
of these artifacts is very much dependent on the context in
which they are created and used [9], any measure of “reputation” should also take actors – authors, contributors – into
account. This adds a social dimension to the otherwise bipartite model of traditional semantic networks (for example,
of RDF graphs).

1
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1.2

Multi-way relationships

We will use this tripartite model to illustrate the notion
of multi-way relationships among actors, concepts and instances. Such a relationship may involve any number of
elements, in contrast to the binary relationships of simple
graphs. For example, the annotation of an instance – with
a class – by an actor involves three distinct elements, and so
cannot be completely represented by a simple binary edge.
Multi-way relationships are common in database applications but complicate the otherwise simple recursive defini5

http://www.freebase.com

tion of PageRank,6 and we claim that there is no single right
way to map them into the binary-relational domain. Instead,
we provide a generic framework with which an application
developer can define such mappings, in terms of patterns of
ranking propagation between pairs of elements in a relation.

2.

knows

Actor

REPUTATION FROM RELATIONSHIPS

Intuitively, reputation is a collective measure of trustworthiness in the estimation of the community [7]. A user’s
reputation has both prescriptive and descriptive value: it is
prescriptive in that it defines “good behavior” on the part
of the user and thereby specifies the way in which users can
gain reputation, and descriptive in that it provides a way
to rank and classify users on the basis of their reputations
[1]. The reputation of resources identifies the “best” or most
important resources and thereby singles them out as candidates for imitation or reuse. For the purpose of this paper,
reputation is an implicit statement of trustworthiness: much
like the original formulation of PageRank, MultiRank is an
attempt to measure human interest and attention based on
the network of relationships within the community. Such an
approach holds the possibility of making minimal demands
on the user, while scaling well and delivering subjectively
accurate results despite a high degree of heterogeneity in
the quality and structure of the network.

2.1

Propagation of ranking

The notion of propagation of ranking (here: of reputation)
through directed edges is the basis of the PageRank algorithm: if the sum of the ranking of the nodes with edges
to a given node is high, then the ranking of the node itself
should be high. The contribution of MultiRank is in the
construction of a “virtual” binary-relational graph Gprop , on
which to run PageRank in order to derive reputation values.
The nodes of this graph are the the actors, concepts and
instances of the semantic social network, while its edges are
chosen so as to propagate ranking from node to node in a
way that reflects the intended or expected flow of reputation
within the network. In general, the reputation of an actor
or artifact tends to increase the reputation of another item
with which it associates (for instance, by “creating”, “using”,
“knowing”, or otherwise drawing attention to that item).
In the following, we list several informal and intuitive “rules”
for the flow of reputation ranking in a hypothetical semantic
social network (see also Figure 1), with which we motivate
the idea of propagation patterns defined in the next section:
1. If actor a1 knows actor a2 , then a1 ’s reputation should
propagate to a2 . This rule reflects the fact that an actor benefits from being known by other, high-reputation
actors. Note that we’ve chosen to let reputation propagate in only one direction. In this respect, our social network resembles an environment like Twitter,7
6

Figure 1: Flow of reputation in an example network

The PageRank of a node p in an unweighted, directed graph
P
R(q)
is generally given by P R(p) = 1−d
+ q∈B(p) P N
, where
N
q
N is the total number of nodes, B(p) is the set of nodes q
with edges to p, Nq is the out-degree of q and d is a decay factor which helps to dampen the effect of graph cycles.
Weighted PageRank is defined similarly. Note that the exR(q)
pression P N
represents the ranking of the edge (p, q).
q
7
http://twitter.com/
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in which it is possible to “follow” a popular individual
without that individual necessarily following you.
2. If actor a creates artifact t, then a’s reputation should
propagate to t, and vice versa. This reflects the fact
that artifacts created by an actor with a high reputation are to some extent authoritative: their reputations benefit from association with their creator. Conversely, an actor’s reputation benefits (perhaps to an
even greater extent) from association with artifacts she
has created which have achieved a high reputation.
3. If actor a uses artifact (concept or instance) t, then a’s
reputation should propagate to t. This is a somewhat
weaker version of rule 2: an artifact should gain some
reputation through a high-reputation actor who has
associated himself with it. However, the reverse is not
true: merely associating oneself with a great resource
does not make one great.
4. If concept c annotates instance i, then reputation should
propagate “backwards” from i to c, the direction of annotates being unimportant. Although each of these
rules is debatable, we imagine the annotated instance
as drawing attention – and thus reputation – to the
annotating concept, but not the reverse.
5. If artifact t1 refers to artifact t2 , then t1 ’s reputation should propagate to t2 . Again, a high-reputation
item should increase the reputation of other items with
which it associates. If the artifacts happen to be web
pages and the links happen to be hyperlinks, then this
rule is particularly close to ordinary PageRank.

2.2

Mapping to a binary-relational network

Now that we have an intuitive idea of propagation of ranking
in the virtual network, let us formally describe the derivation of that network from a collection of multi-way relationships. For the purpose of clarity, we will introduce the
notions of terms, variables, and bindings, in analogy to the
SPARQL[11] query language and to relational databases. In
the following, a term t ∈ T is any item in the social network
(be it an actor, concept or instance), a variable v ∈ V is an
abstraction which may be replaced with a term, and a binding b ∈ V × T is a pair which connects a variable to a term.
Furthermore, a relation is an abstract relationship among
variables which carries a particular meaning. For the purpose of calculating reputation, we reduce that meaning to a

Table 1: Propagation patterns of example relations
Relation
Variables Propagation Rules
actor knows actor
{a1 , a2 }
(a1 , a2 , 0.6)
1
(a, c, 0.4)
actor creates concept
{a, c}
2
(c, a, 1.0)
(a, i, 0.4)
actor creates instance
{a, i}
2
(i, a, 1.0)
(a, c, 0.2)
actor uses concept
{a, c, i}
(a, i, 0.2)
3, 4
to annotate instance
(i, c, 0.8)
concept refers to concept
{c1 , c2 }
(c1 , c2 , 0.6)
5
instance refers to instance
{i1 , i2 }
(i1 , i2 , 0.6)
5

pattern of pairwise propagation of ranking among variables.
For example, the actor uses concept to annotate instance
relation in Table 1 involves three variables and propagates
ranking among them according to rules 3 and 4 from the
preceding section. Specifically, it propagates small amounts
of ranking from the actor to the concept and to the instance
(which the actor uses) and a larger amount of ranking from
the instance to the concept (which annotates the instance).
In general, we define a relation R ⊆ V × V × R as a set of
abstract weighted edges between pairs of variables. Such an
edge represents a type of path along which ranking is permitted to flow, while its weight permits fine-grained control
over the extent of flow. This set of abstract edges is a pattern of ranking propagation which is to be pre-defined by
the developer for each relation.
By combining a relation R with a set B of bindings, we
obtain a multiset of weighted edges which propagate ranking
among specific terms in T :
P ropEdges(R, B) = {(t1 , t2 , w)

:

(∃v1 , v2 ∈ V , w ∈ R)
((v1 , t1 ) ∈ B)
((v2 , t2 ) ∈ B)
((v1 , v2 , w) ∈ R)}

That is, the set of propagation edges for R and B are those
which can be formed by replacing variables in the abstract
edges of R according to the variable-to-term pairs in B. This
combination of an abstract relationship with specific terms
has a counterpart in SPARQL queries, in which variables in
a query are resolved to specific terms in its solution, and
in relational databases, in which column names resolve to
specific cells in rows of data. It is easy to imagine a process
which iterates through all of the results of a query or all of
the rows in a table, applying P ropEdges to each result or
row to generate a graph of all possible propagation edges:
]
Gprop = (T,
P ropEdges(R, B))
(R,B)∈S

Here, S represents the set of all relation-binding pairs, or
concrete semantic relationships which make up the social
network. Depending on the application, these pairs may
be drawn from a SPARQL query, a SQL database, or any
other source of tabular, relational data. Gprop , then, is the
weighted, directed multigraph of propagation edges generated by means of S over the set T of terms. This is the graph
on which we will actually run PageRank to derive ranking
results.

2.3

Applying PageRank

The propagation graph Gprop is an intermediate result in
our calculation of ranking. To derive a final result, we have
only to apply a weighted form of PageRank to this graph.
The fact that Gprop is a multigraph presents no additional
challenges: to transform it into a ordinary weighted graph
G0prop , we simply merge parallel edges, adding their weights
together. Formally, we compute PageRank by iteratively
solving for the vector π ∈ R|T | in:
π = (1 − d)E + dG0prop π
where d is the decay factor (typically chosen to be 0.85)
and E ∈ R|T | is a vector representing a source of ranking.
If E is uniform over all t ∈ T , then the resulting π is a
global measure of reputation in our semantic social network.
However, by biasing E in favor of particular terms, any number of so-called personalized [10] PageRanks can be applied.
Computing a personalized PageRank ranking (biased, for
example, towards actors, concepts and instances which are
trusted by a particular user) over Gprop brings MultiRank
closer in spirit to trust-based mechanisms in recommendation systems [2] and shared content repositories [8].

3.

INCENTIVE FROM REPUTATION

Our technique has been thoroughly described in the sections
above. Having once computed the “reputation” vector π, the
application is free to use it in application-specific ways. For
instance, an ordering of actors by decreasing reputation can
be used as a “Top X” list to which actors may aspire, raising
the quality of the social network in the process. Similarly,
actors may strive to get their own artifacts into “best of” lists
of various kinds. These rankings, in turn, may help to ensure that the top actors in the network get the attention they
deserve, and that the top artifacts, such as the elements of
well-designed ontologies, are consistently re-discovered and
re-used. Although in this paper we have focused on the ranking technique itself, we believe that the prescriptive value of
subjectively accurate ranking results is an ample foundation
for incentive mechanisms to motivate users to improve their
own resources and connections.

4.

RELATED WORK

There have been a number of Semantic Web tools which
make use of PageRank. For example, the Swoogle search
engine’s OntoRank[4] is a variation of PageRank for ontologies. OntoRank takes a number of types of semantic links
into account when calculating ranking, weighting links selectively according to these types. Similarly, the Semantic Web Search Engine’s ReConRank[6] extends a graph
of RDF resources with contextual edges, forming a compound graph which includes relevant provenance information. However, both of these technologies operate upon existing binary-relational semantic networks, whereas MultiRank is designed for relations which are not necessarily binary, introducing the notion of propagation patterns to first
construct a “virtual” binary-relational network before applying PageRank to it. This technique was motivated by the
notion of semantic-social hypergraphs in Peter Mika’s tripartite ontology model, and builds upon previous work [12]
in applying single-relational network analysis algorithms to
multi-relational networks.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a PageRank-based reputation ranking
system for semantic social networks, illustrating it with an
actor-concept-instance model. The technique itself is very
general: we make only the basic assumption that the structure of the network can be represented as a collection of
multi-way relationships, such as the solution to one or more
SPARQL queries or the contents of one or more tables in
a relational database. MultiRank borrows from PageRank
the implicit reputation of resources as expressed in network
structure alone, while it adds application-specific propagation patterns which direct the flow of reputation according
to a human’s intuitive understanding of the social network.
The algorithm proceeds in two stages: a loading stage in
which relational data is processed row by row to derive a
virtual binary-relational graph, and a computational stage
in which the PageRank algorithm is applied to the virtual
graph to generate ranking results. Due to the simplicity
of the model and favorable performance characteristics of
PageRank, we believe that a software implementation of
MultiRank will provide a cheap and effective way to add
reputation-based functionality to any of a variety of semantic social networks. Such an implementation is currently under development, building on the open-source Java Universal Network/Graph Framework (JUNG).8 We intend to test
this software in the near future using more than one social
network data set, including a large dump of Freebase event
logs. This will help us to estimate performance and memory
usage, as well as to gauge the sensitivity of the computed
ranking results with respect to the weight values of propagation patterns in different application scenarios. At that
point, we will be ready to deploy and evaluate MultiRankbased incentive mechanisms in a live semantic social network
environment.
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